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Abstract: Deep neural networks usually have unnecessarily high complexities and possibly many features of low

utility, especially for tasks that they are not designed for. In this extended abstract, we present our Deep-LDA-based

pruning framework as a solution to such problems. In addition to accuracy-complexity analysis, we investigate our

approach’s potential in improving networks’ robustness against adversarial attacks (e.g. FGSM and NewtonFool At-

tacks) and noises (e.g. Gaussian, Poisson, Speckle). Experimental results on CIFAR100, Adience, and LFWA illustrate

our framework’s efficacy. Through pruning, we can derive smaller, but accurate and more robust models suitable for

particular tasks.

1 Introduction

With increasing network depths comes more complexity, which reignited research into network pruning.

Approaches that sparsify networks by setting weights to zero include [7, 23, 21, 15, 6, 11, 24]. Compared

to individual weights based approaches, filter or neuron pruning has its advantages. Instead of setting

zeros in weights matrices, filter pruning removes rows/columns/depths in weight/convolution matrices,

leading to direct space and computation savings [26, 17, 19, 9, 20, 27]. However, few if any works have

investigated pruning’s influence on model robustness. Given the large input-output dimension ratio,

input-output correlation could be spurious. In this long abstract, we present our deep LDA based

pruning and also analyze its influence on model robustness against adversarial attacks and noises.

Through pruning large networks of high memorization capability, our method aims to help over-

parameterized nets forget about task-unrelated factors and derive a feature subspace that is more

invariant and robust to irrelevant factors and noises.

2 Deep Fisher LDA pruning

In this section, we present our deep Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based pruning approach that

pays direct attention to final task utility and its holistic cross-layer dependency. We define and capture

task utility by deep LDA and use it to guide the pruning process. The approach is summarized as

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Deep LDA Pruning of NN
Input: basenet, acceptable accuracy tacc
Result: task-desirable pruned models

Pre-train: SGD optimization with cross entropy loss and dropout.
while accuracy ≥ tacc
do

Step 1 → Pruning

1. Penultimate LDA Utility Unravelling
2. Cross-Layer Utility Tracing by Deconv
3. Pruning as Utility Thresholding

Step 2 → Re-training

Similar to the pre-training step.
Save model if needed.

end

In the rest of the section, we focus on the pruning step. Given the penultimate activation matrix X,

our aim is to abandon dimensions of X that possess low or even negative task utility. Inspired

by [4, 2, 29, 12, 1], Fisher’s LDA is adopted to quantify this utility. Our goal of pruning is to find:

Wopt = arg max
W

| WT ΣbW |
| WT ΣwW |

(1)
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where Σw, Σb, Σa are within-class, between-class, and total scatter matrices. Through solving a

generalized function with a decorrelated assumption of top layer motifs ([28]), we know that W columns

are standard basis vectors. It follows that W columns and some of the original neuron dimensions are

aligned. To maximize the class separation during pruning, we can safely discard neurons with small

between-class to within-class variance ratios.

After unravelling twisted threads of deep variances and selecting dimensions of high LDA utility,

the next step is to trace the utility across all previous layers to guide pruning. Inspired by [8],

deconvolution as in [30] is used to reverse an unknown filter’s effect and recover corrupted sources.

One unit procedure is composed of unpooling, nonlinear rectification, and reversed convolution:

Ui = FT
i Zi (2)

where i indicates the layer, Zi is converted from feature maps, Ui is reconstructed contributing sources

to final utility, FT
i represents transposed convolution. Figure 1 provides a high level view of deep LDA

cross-layer utility tracing. With all neurons’/filters’ utility for final discriminability known, pruning

simply becomes discarding structures that are less useful to final classification (colored white). Through

pruning modular structures like Inception nets, the proposed approach determines how many filters,

and of what types, are appropriate in a given layer. The threshold on utility is related to pruning

rates. After pruning, retraining with surviving parameters is needed. Since our pruning selects filter

dimensions according to task demands, the generated pruned models are more invariant to task-

unrelated factors.

Figure 1: Deep LDA-Deconv utility tracing. Useful (cyan) neuron feature maps that contribute to final deep LDA utility
through corresponding (green) next layer filter pieces, only depend on previous layers’ (cyan) counterparts via deconv. our
pruning leads to filter-wise and channel-wise savings simultaneously

3 Experiments and Results

We test our pruning approach on CIFAR100 [16], Adience [3], LFWA [18] datasets using conventional

VGG16 [22] and modular Inception [25] as bases. All base networks are pretrained on ImageNet.
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(a) CIFAR100, Inception
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(b) Adience Age, Inception
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(c) LFWA Gender, VGG16
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(d) LFWA Smile, VGG16

Figure 2: Accuracy change vs. parameters savings of our method (blue), [7] (red), and [17] (orange), SqueezeNet [13]
and MobileNet [10] on validation data. Top-1 accuracy is used for CIFAR100

Figure 2 demonstrates the relationship of accuracy change v.s. parameters pruned. Pruning meth-

ods [7, 17] and compact structures [13, 10] are included for comparison. According to Figure 2,
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even with large pruning rates (98-99% for the VGG16 cases, 57-82% for the Inception cases), our

approach still maintains comparable accuracies to the original models (loss <1%), beating other prun-

ing approaches. Compared to fixed nets, pruning offers the flexibility to find the boundary between

over-fitting and over-compression.

In the rest of the section, we investigate our pruning’s effects on the model’s robustness to input

perturbations. To this end, we apply Gaussian, Poisson, speckle noises and two adversarial attacks,

i.e. FGSM [5] and Newton Fool Attack [14], to the testing data and compare how the original and

pruned models perform in terms of accuracy drops (Table 1). The left subtable is for Inception and the

right subtable is for VGG16 cases. The selected pruned model has similar accuracy to the unpruned

one on the clean test set in each case. For fair comparison, the adversarial examples are generated on

a third ResNet50 model. According to the results, the pruned models are more, or at least equally,

robust to the noises than corresponding original unpruned models. One reason is that with fewer

task-unrelated random filters, the pruned models are less likely to pick up irrelevant noises and are

thus less vulnerable. Also, reducing parameters per se alleviates overfitting and thus brings down

variance to data fluctuations. The deep nets are more prone to Gaussian and speckle noises than to

Poisson noises. Furthermore, we can see that our pruning method also helps with model robustness to

adversarial attacks. This is because fewer irrelevant deep feature dimensions can possibly mean fewer

breaches where the adversarial attacks can easily put near-boundary samples to the other side of the

decision boundary. That said, the pruning’s effect on robustness is less obvious in the simple FGSM

cases as compared to the Newton Fool Attack cases. Overall, both the task and the net architecture

influence robustness. VGG16 and its pruned models are less susceptible to the attacks than Inception

nets, perhaps because the adversarial examples are generated from ResNet50 in our case and are

therefore more destructive to modular structures.

Table 1: Accuracy drops against noises and adversarial attacks for original and pruned nets (in the left table, the base is
Inception net and in the right table, the base is VGG16). Note: Ori. means original nets, Gauss. represents Gaussian noise
(stddev=5), speckle noise strength is 0.05. FGSM Attack: Fast Gradient Signed Method [5]. Newton Attack: Newton
Fool Attack [14]

Acc Dif
CIFAR100 Adience LFWA-G LFWA-S

Ori. Pruned Ori. Pruned Ori. Pruned Ori. Pruned

Gauss. -2.5% -2.0% -0.5% -0.1% -5.2% -4.2% -1.4% -1.2%
Poisson -0.1% 0.0% -0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Speckle -3.7% -3.1% -1.5% -1.0% -0.5% -0.2% -0.2% 0.0%
FGSM -8.1% -7.4% -0.4% -0.4% 0.0% 0.0% -0.1% 0.0%
Newton -6.1% -3.9% -4.5% -1.7% -0.2% -0.1% -3.1% -2.5%

Figure 3 and 4 illustrate some failure cases for the original unpruned nets and our pruned ones,

respectively. Compared to the failed cases of pruned models in Figure 4, the fooled unpruned models

in Figure 3 were usually very confident about their wrong predictions. The scenarios where our pruned

models failed are usually ones where the pruned model was not very certain compared to the unpruned

model even on the clean test data (e.g. girl vs woman, house vs castle, oak tree vs forest). Also, the

nudges causing the pruned models to fail are usually more intuitive than those failed the unpruned

models in Figure 3. For example, while it is not directly understandable how the attacks reverted the

original model’s predictions about smile/no smile (the two bottom left cases in Figure 3), we can see

that the attack in the middle of the bottom row in Figure 4 attempted to lift up the mouth corner

into a smile (best viewed when zoomed in). Both of the above observations are related to the fact

that large network models remember more details than the pruned ones, thus can be more confident

in prediction (either correct or wrong), but sensitive to intricate data fluctuation. On the other hand,

to fool a compact model pruned according to task utility, the attack has to focus on remaining task-

desirable dimensions since not many irrelevant, usually easily-fooled, loophole dimensions are present.

In autonomous driving for example, to fool our pruned net to believe a red light to be green, the

attacker possibly needs to literally change the color rather than apply some easy nuances.
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Original FGSM Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: turtle (99.9%)
Pruned: turtle (99.9%)

Unpruned: plate (82.3%)
Pruned: turtle (98.9%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: butterfly (99.9%)
Pruned: butterfly (99.7%)

Unpruned: beetle (87.9%)
Pruned: butterfly (82.1%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: keyboard (99.9%)
Pruned: keyboard (99.9%)

Unpruned: streetcar (94.9%)
Pruned: keyboard (99.6%)

Original FGSM Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: age 0-2 (99.9%)
Pruned: age 0-2 (98.6%)

Unpruned: age 60+ (45.8%)
Pruned: age 0-2 (95.1%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: age 8-13 (63.9%)
Pruned: age 8-13 (82.8%)

Unpruned: age 48-53 (26.5%)
Pruned: age 8-13 (53.8%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: age 25-32 (67.0%)
Pruned: age 25-32 (96.7%)

Unpruned: age 60+ (45.0%)
Pruned: age 25-32 (83.3%)

Original FGSM Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: no smile (50.9%)
Pruned: no smile (85.0%)

Unpruned: smile (56.6%)
Pruned: no smile (84.6%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: smile (80.5%)
Pruned: smile (80.1%)

Unpruned: no smile (91.5%)
Pruned: smile (73.3%)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: female (64.3%)
Pruned: female (83.2%)

Unpruned: male (71.5%)
Pruned: female (82.6%)

Figure 3: Example adversarial attacks that have fooled the original unpruned net, but not our pruned one

Original FGSM Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: shrew (99.2 %)
Pruned: shrew (52.1 %)

Unpruned: shrew (98.5 %)
Pruned: mouse (59.4 %)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: cloud (59.7 %)
Pruned: cloud (72.4 %)

Unpruned: cloud (87.0 %)
Pruned: plain (52.9 %)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: woman (97.8 %)
Pruned: woman (70.4 %)

Unpruned: woman (97.7 %)
Pruned: girl (56.5 %)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: 4-6 (86.1 %)
Pruned: 4-6 (58.4 %)

Unpruned: 4-6 (88.4 %)
Pruned: 8-13 (23.0 %)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: no smile (99.1 %)
Pruned: no smile (61.9 %)

Unpruned: no smile (97.8 %)
Pruned: smile (75.4 %)

Original Newton Attack Adversarial

Unpruned: female (99.9 %)
Pruned: female (51.8 %)

Unpruned: female (99.8 %)
Pruned: male (50.0 %)

Figure 4: Example adversarial attacks that have fooled the pruned net, but not the original unpruned one

4 Conclusion

This paper presents deep-LDA based pruning that is aware of task utility and its cross-layer depen-
dency. In addition to its high pruning rates, the method is shown to generate models that are more
robust to adversarial attacks and noises than the unpruned one on the CIFAR100, LFWA and Adience
datasets with VGG16 and Inception net as bases.
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